
Executive Order 190
In response to Executive Order 190, the following features are now available in MCSJ Ver-
sions 2019.2 and higher. As mentioned in previous communications, all of the features are
OPTIONAL and many MCSJ users may already be using existing software features to
comply with the executive order.

1. Ability to classify Utility Account Types as Residential or Non-Residential
for purposes of excluding residential accounts from interest and penalty.

2. Per diem interest users will be able to set a system parameters grace days
"code" to tell the system to exclude residential accounts from interest for
selected Utility services.

3. Per diem interest users may choose between not calculating interest on any
residential charges or calculating interest on older delinquencies through
the date of the executive order.

4. Penalty users may exclude residential accounts when running the penalty
calculation routine.

5. A new 'Cancel Penalty Balances' routine is available for penalty users.

Identifying Residential Account Types

MCSJ will use the Utility Account Type to determine if an account is residential. Users in
any version prior to 2020.3 must include the word "Residential" (not case sensitive) in the
description of any account types they want to identify as residential. If the description
does not contain the word "Residential", the account type will be classified as non-res-
idential for interest calculation purposes.

To access the Account Type Maintenance, go to Utility Billing>Account Type Maintenance.



2020.3 users may simply set the Residential flag in Account Type Maintenance as
shown in the figure below. The description does not need to be changed.

Stop Charging Per Diem Interest on Residential Accounts

After the residential account types have been identified, users need to enter a special
"code" in the Utility Parameter Maintenance grace days for any service on which they
want to stop charging per diem interest for residential accounts.

System Utilities>Utility Parameter Maintenance

Click on the Interest tab.



The Billing module must be locked in order to edit. Remember to unlock the module
after making changes.

For any service on which you want to stop residential account interest, enter any 3 digit
number beginning with a 9 in the Grace Days. We recommend simply putting a 9 in
front of the existing grace days. If your grace days is 0 or a single digit, simply enter 900,
901, etc.

If you want to continue to calculate interest on older residential delinquencies through
the executive order date (or any other date), enter the appropriate date in the Stop
Interest Date field. Otherwise, leave this date field blank to stop interest on all residential
delinquencies.



Penalty Calculation Routine - Exclude Residential

For penalty users, it is not necessary to enter the special code in the Utility Parameter
Maintenance. Simply check the new Exclude Residential Accounts flag when running
the penalty calculation.

Make sure you have identified your residential account types in Account Type Main-
tenance prior to utilizing this option.

Cancel Penalty Balances

This automated balance adjustment routine gives users the ability to cancel outstanding
penalty balances on accounts based on user entered criteria. The routine creates a Balance
Adjustment Batch which can be edited and updated.

Balance Adjustments>Automated Balance Adjustments



It is recommended that all payment batches are updated prior to running this routine.
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